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Magnet hospitals
are so named because of
their ability to attract
and retain the best
professional nurses.
"Magnet Attractions"
profiles our story at

Only 38 hospitals nationwide have earned the right to
wear the Magnet crown recognizing excellence in

Lehigh Valley Hospital

nursing. Will LVHHN be the next jewel in the crown?

and Health Network

After attending a recent national Magnet conference in
Greensboro,

and shows how

N.C., Judy Pfeiffer, R.N., Lois Guerra, R.N.,

and Jann Christensen,

R.N., are confident LVHHN has

our clinical staff truly

what it takes to become the second Magnet Hospital in

magnifies excellence.

Pennsylvania, joining Fox Chase Cancer Center in

Peer reviews on
the TNlCU, such as
those given by Karen
Courtney, administrative
partner, left, to Sandy
Axt, HN., demonstrate
self-governance.
Axt is visiting other
units to share ideas for
self-governance.

Philadelphia.
"We saw how far ahead we are of other hospitals that are applying for Magnet
status," says Christensen,

project specialist, office of professional development

and outcome studies. "Self-governance-the

LEHI~VALLEY
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HEALTH NETWORK

the prime role in shaping their units-is

model that gives staff members
an example of how we're unique.
please turn to page 3 ~
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Let's Share It and Be Proud
Each of us probably can think of a really good story we have

we couldn't do what we do every day without each other, and

heard or read and won't ever forget. It's the story that inspires

Magnet recognizes everyone on the team.

you, stirs your spirit and warms your heart. I just recently

And I'd particularly like to thank our "storytellers," Kim

read one of those stories in thousands of pages and five

Hitchings, R.N., and Jann Christensen, R.N., of professional

volumes, and I couldn't put it down.

development and outcome studies for their tireless effort to

You know this story. It's your story team -

the story of our clinical

and it was told in our Magnet application that was

mailed.ro.vne '1\1llerlcan-"l'"urses'Lrecenuaung'Lenter'

(Al'f'C(')

compile the entire application and our top "editors," Carol
Torchen, R.N., and Eugene Anderson, R.N., who reviewed

-lI'lrnve vorumes, paying' attention to me" nne uerau'

III

every

in November. I imagine the Magnet reviewers perusing the

piece of our story. And of course, we can't forget those who

pages now, impressed by every piece of the story and seeing

volunteered as "section editors"* to make sure we told our

that your professionalism, innovation and caring is what

story accurately, clearly and completely.

excellence is all about.

And we continue to tell our story. Your dedication to evidence-

There was one particular "chapter" that I really loved. The

based practice and poster presentations

and papers tells a

ANCC asked us to describe how we reward and recognize our

compelling story to other professionals around the nation.

staff for excellence with at least one example. We gave them 30.

Your willingness to reach out on your own time at health fairs

We told stories about Service Stars and Friends of Nursing
Award winners who are inspired to give their all every day-

••

singing to patients, helping a ventilator-dependent

patient go

home for the holidays, comforting mothers with miscarriages
and more. We told stories about employees who long to be

and other local events tells a caring story to our community.
And you'll see stories of colleagues in Magnet Attractions and

CheckUp and also in the newspaper and on billboards through
our new advertising campaign, launched this month to attract
more dedicated professionals like you.

nurses, who are now on their way because we pay for college

The key is "dedicated professionals like you." Because of your

through SMILE scholarships.

commitment

"I went from laughing to crying to being very thankful for
working at LVHHN ... the stories truly touched my heart,"
a nurse wrote in a note-included

in the application-after

she and colleagues were honored at the Friends of Nursing
gala last May.

here, we want to make sure you continue to do

well. We want you to learn and teach and grow in your career
here, and my vision is to ensure you do through the resources
from the Peggy Fleming Endowed Chair of Nursing. My hope
is that you'll always have a great story to share. So, the story
doesn't end-it

only gets better.

It was wonderful to see that same spirit in November at our
high teas to celebrate your contributions

and the mailing of

the Magnet application. Nurses, technical partners, respiratory
therapists-everybody

from our team-reached

a new

height of camaraderie as they learned about each other's
accomplishments

highlighted in the application. After all,

Terry A. Capuano, R.N.
Senior Vice President, Clinical Services

*Our Magnet application editors: Janice Barber, Kathy Blume, Julie Brauchli, Cathy Cerami, Judith Demchyk, Georgine Fontaine, Marilyn Guidi, Joan Hottle, Donna Kal
Jim Kocis, Bill Leiner, Chris Lewis, Susan Long, Dawn Oswald, Keri Pawloski, Debra Peter, Donna Polaha, Judith Pritchard, Mary Rehm, Carol Saxman, Carol Sorrentino,
Sharon Steager, Susan Steward, Debra Wilson
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Oral Exam

Here's what you can do to keep Magnet enthusiasm alive:

from page 1

• Review the portions of the application that apply to your unit.
We've done it for years, and even refined it. Many hospitals

"Get ready to talk about community outreach, patient satisfac-

don't practice shared governance, and you can't put it in place

tion, performance improvement, unit committees that empower

vernight."
1.5

caregivers in decision-making, reward and recognition, and
more," says Christensen.

the adrenaline from completing the extensive application ebbs

and LVHHN awaits confirmation of a site visit from a review
committee, Pfeiffer, director of labor and delivery/perinatal

• Tell individual and team success stories. "Share accomplishments

unit,

at staff meetings and on unit bulletin boards," says Pfeiffer.

and Christensen see a threefold challenge:

"We do our jobs so naturally, we forget we're unique."

• to keep the Magnet spirit alive;

• Think of the site visit as a "celebration."

"The hardest part of

the application was the 93-question essay test we just mailed,"

• to educate everyone about the Magnet mission;

says. "Now we can show the American Nurses

Christensen

• to get people talking about their Magnet achievements

Association how wonderful we are."

every day.
Doing that may require nursing staff to exercise its bragging

What You Need to Know About Magnet

rights a bit-something

• Magnet status recognizes your excellence and helps recruit

that doesn't come naturally to most

and retain the best nurses.

caregivers.
"Caregivers don't look inward and see what they do, much

• Half of the hospitals that apply for Magnet status get a site

less talk about it," says Pfeiffer. "They need to realize how good

visit. LVHHN's site visit could happen before summer.

they are and be able to discuss it."

• The Magnet review committee stays up to three days and
spends time observing all shifts.
• Copies of the application are available in the office of professional development and outcome studies at LVH-Cedar
in the administrative office at LVH-Muhlenberg
at LVH-17th & Chew. _

Crest,

and on TSU

MAGNET HOSPITALS SHARE THEIR ENTHUSIASM
Reaching for Magnet status affirms that excellence is not just about individual commitment but
teamwork of all clinical staff.
"The Magnet journey taught us that we're not going to survive without all of us," says Divina Ducker,
R.N., of Bayfront Medical Center in St. Petersburg, Fla., a Magnet hospital since September 2000.
"It strengthened our sense of ownership."
Launching poster campaigns, buttons, T-shirts, bulletin boards, and identifying staff and
physician champions in each department and unit are ways Bayfront and other Magnet
hospitals have helped unify employees, and they're things your unit can do, too.
"We strived to ensure that everyone knew what Magnet was and that it recognizes everybody," says Barbara Smith, R.N.C., of Wake Forest University Baptist Medical Center in
Winston-Salem, N.C. "It's not just about excellence in nursing, because we can't
do it by ourselves."
And when Wake Forest was awarded Magnet status in April 1999, "it validated
us at a national level," Smith says. "It's the gold standard."
Janice Barber, R.N., PCC, adult behavioral health, was an editor of LVHHN's Magnet
application. "In my 30 years here, I always knew we were good," she says. "But I was
blown away when I read our application."
I
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Elliot Sussman, M.D., president and CEO, with Terry Capuano,
R.N., senior vice president of clinical services, seated in
lVHHNs

newest endowed chei;
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Clinical staff recently celebrat C!
milestones in the circle of le ningthe mailing of the applicati n for
Magnet status and the na ing of
Terry Capuano, R.N., to die Peggy
Fleming Endowed Chair of Nursing.

"0ur=nurses are mspirauj
. . .I na l iIII thei
err
accomplishments that an leading
us to Magnet status," sa

,S Elliot].

Sussman, M.D., preside t and CEO.
"Now there will be more educational
opportunities for nurses and employees

"In our ryes,
we already are
Magnet, "says
Carol Cyriax.

who would like to become nurses.
We're strengthening our partnerships
with area colleges and pavi, g
the way for new research,

(L-R) Ok Yoon, R.N., PICe, and
Carol Cyriax, R.N., PCC, 4A,
at LVH-Cedar Crest & 1-78with Magnet application.

recognition and growth."

''Magnet status shows that quality care alw.. ·YS h
and will stay a priority at LVHHN," say
h

(L-R) Jane Stutzman, R.N., and Beth Eck, R.N., both of the ASU at LVH·
4
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"I'm proud to be part of an
organization that supports my
goal to become a nurse,"
Aleta Derwinski says.

Nursing friends
and colleagues
are the picture
of PRIDE as they
celebrate the chair
with Peggy Fleming,
front center, and
Terry Capuano, R.N.,
seated behind her.

(L-R) Front row: Aleta Derwinski, administrative partner, PACU;
Joanne Bartish, R.N., supervisor, special procedures;
Georgine Fontaine, R.N., PCC, emergency department.
Back row: Karen Drummond, R.N., PCC, adult behavioral
health; Nichol McCardle, R.N., behavorial health, Mary
White, secretary, Pointe North, all at LVH-Muhlenberg.

"Goingfor Magnet makes me

feel like my job is important, "
says Molaria Thomas.

Terry Capuano, R.N.,
shares a warm embrace
that says it all at the
nursing chair celebration.

(L-R) Elliot Sussman, M.D., and Molaria Thomas,
technical partner, 3 south at LVH-Muhlenberg.

7th & Chew.
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Tip
~

Hat
4A created an
award -winning
reward and
recognition
prograITl and
you can, too.

Rewarding a Good Mood- The reward and recognition team on 4A wears mood rings, part of a contest to promote
"warm" behaviors, and displays its Star Celebration award for having the most creative program. L-R: Ann Kuhns,
administrative partner; Karen Nuschke, R.N.; Greg Lipsky, technical partner; Carol Cyriax, R.N.; Andrea Schwalm, R.N.

When she was asked to step into Room 15
on 4A, Kathy Dunton didn't know what to
expect. "When you get called there, you
know you're in for a surprise," says Dunton,
a technical partner.
A pleasant surprise, that is-colleagues
voted her Employee of the Month.

Spread the word about events. "We post
posters and nominating sheets to announce
contests," says Cyriax.
Get the entire staff involved. R&R activities sometimes include float pool nurses,
ancillary team members and nurses from
other units who volunteer on 4A in

Inside 15, a converted patient room, 4A's

REWARD AND RECOGNITION
IN THE FLOAT POOL
How do you recognize excellence
in staff who rotate through different
units? Tracie Schroeder, R.N., float
pool nurse, gathered advice from
members of her R&R committee
and from Carol Cyriax of 4A.
"We have different schedules
and work in different places, but
we still take time to recognize
each other," Schroeder says.

renowned reward and recognition (R&R)
program comes to life. Employees with
perfect attendance, contest winners and
others are honored there.

Get patients involved. Patients help nominate the Employee of the Month, and even
voted during a baby photo contest, a way

The program, recognized at October's Star
Celebration as LVHHN's best, is fueled by
the energy of everyone on the unit.

for patients and staff to get personally

How to best recognize your staff?
Learn from 4A ...

nizing those with the "warmest" ring colors,

Share the good news. 4A posts patient

also surprised a 30-year employee who had

commendation letters in Room 15 and
publicizes merit-based awards. "It's

perfect attendance by presenting her with

important that we all recognize a job well
done," says Carol Cyriax, R.N., patient
care coordinator.

"We're looking at things that

6

addition to the unit's staff.

connected.
Be creative. A mood ring contest is recogpromoting PRIDE behaviors. The team

roses during her night shift.
Reward with variety. Gift certificates
and parties for special occasions such as
Nurses' Week make rewards special.

keep us together as a 'unit' and

Honor significant achievements. New
nursing graduates on 4A receive gifts with a

maintain the camaraderie."

nursing theme. Exemplary performances and

Dunton, "and the R&R program makes

professional accomplishments are rewarded.

us all feel like family." •

"I've been on the unit for a year," says

Touring for a

7PerfectWl

Partners lead tours for job applicants to help connect
the right people with LVHHN - and keep them here
for the long haul.
"So, what do you think so far?"
The question comes inside a crowded elevator where Linda
Lewis, a technical partner in the float pool, is leading a tour
for 11 prospective job applicants at LVH-Cedar

Crest.

"Applying here is the best move I ever made," she replies. "The
opportunities

are endless."

tour guide, says the tours give applicants the "sights, sounds and
smells," something missed in a video or classroom. "You emphasize that the tech partners are the extra eyes, ears and hands of the

The group exchange knowing smiles. Strangers become potential
colleagues with shared experiences and hopes of advancing
their careers.
Lewis-along

Deborah Cosgrove, technical partner, float pool, and a founding

nursing staff."
Marilyn Guidi, R.N., director, staffing, says the tours have been
most effective in reducing administrative and support partner

with Iva Campbell, support partner, 4C, and

Cindy Orlando, administrative partner, ACU-give

tours every

Tuesday to applicants interested in becoming technical, support
\d administrative partners. The idea came from partners grap-

turnover by 19 percent and 34 percent respectively.
"Applicants can opt out if the job is not right for them," says Guidi.
"I've talked with candidates to see how thorough the guides are,
and they're doing a great job."

ing with high turnover who felt that a tour before testing and
interviewing could provide a reality check and guide applicants in

As Lewis walks the group from unit to unit, she doesn't talk just

decision-making.

about procedure-she

"Many people who apply for an administrative

talks about PRIDE, teamwork, the rewards

partner position think it's going to be an easy job," says Martha

of giving quality care and the many opportunities

for professional

Shedlock, administrative partner, 4C, and a guide. "It's much

growth at LVHHN.

more involved than sitting at your desk, answering the phone

"If you want to learn, this is a good place to be," she tells the

and doing paperwork."

group. "Working here gives me a sense of PRIDE."

•

''After 19years in the A CU, I'm still
learning new things. And I know there
is more ahead. "
- Cindy Orlando, administrative
partner, ACU

"At LVHHN, you can be whatever you
uiant to be if YOlt 're willing to work and
learn. It's important to share that with
applicants. "

"I've been able to enhance my technical
skills, and I am proud to bepart of a
m that provides quality patient care."
- Linda Lewis, technical partner,
float pool

wKtUlm attractions
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Campbell, support partner, 4C
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The Quest for Evidence
In some ways, Pat Matula pores over

journals and Internet databases, looking

rely on her when they don't have time

evidence as carefully as Lt. Columbo.

for current evidence of best practice that

to do the research, and she's a source of ~

But while Peter Falk's famed television

can be used to improve care.

constant inspiration to those initially

character used his findings to catch

While the process of shaping care through

going through the process.

intrepid criminals, Matula uses the

research is not new, its development at

"Pat shows you how to find what you're

information she gathers to ensure

LVHHN has been groundbreaking.

looking for," says Kim Bartman, R.N.,

quality patient care.

Michael Pasquale, M.D., chief, division

PCC, 4C at LVH-Cedar

of trauma, helped develop guidelines in

encourages you to stick with a project."

You often can find Matula, practice
specialist, sleuthing through medical

his department,

and he later worked with

Matula to tailor the process to nursing.

Crest, "and

Bartman knows. While studying at
Kutztown a year ago, Bartman turned

"Having the nurses on board with this

to Matula for guidance in developing a

is critical," Pasquale says. "They're the

new heel ulcer prevention method and

people at the

presenting a poster last April at the

bedside, and

Society for Vascular Nursing national

their input is

conference in Minneapolis.

invaluable."

"It's a great feeling to represent LVHHN

What is unique

in front of nurses from all over the nation

about evidence-

and world," says Bartman.

based practice
here? "We have
staff dedicated
to finding the
evidence," Matula

And that's why Matula takes PRIDE
in her role. "It's about helping nurses
become confident in their work so they
can help others."

prime mentor.

Need help with evidence-based
practice? Call Pat Matula, professional

Front-line nurses

development and outcome studies, at

says. Matula is the

610-402-1733 .•

Pat Matula's influence extends to physicians, too.
Currently, she's working with a team led by Mark Cipolie, M.D., Ph.D., assistant chief, trauma, and Michael Pistoria, D.O., that's looking to reduce blood clots with a new type of boot
that helps distribute blood to the upper leg.
"Pat gathered the evidence and reported that the boot we were using was uncomfortable,
so patients were removing it," says Pistoria. "Now she is key in showing that the new boot
is more comfortable and just as effective."
"We're evaluating a new product and creating our own research," Matula says.

(L-R) Pat Matula, R.N., M.S.N., and Kim Bartman, R.N.
MAGNET

WORK

Terry Capuano, R.N.
Jann Christensen, R.N.
Linda Durishin, R.N.

GROUP
Joanne Geslak, R.N.
Joanne Gimpert
Lois Guerra, R.N.

Marilyn Guidi, R.N.
Kim Hitchings, R.N.
Christina Lewis, R.N.

Pamela Maurer
Anne Panik, R.N.
Debra Peter, R.N.

Molly Sebastian, R.N.
Carol Sorrentino, R.N.
Susan Steward, R.N.

Carol Torchen, R.N.
Paulette Kennedy, R.N.
Judy Pfeiffer, R.N.
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The situation was so horrifying, it seemed unimaginable. A 4-yearold girl had fallen into a campfire last August. She suffered severe
burns and directly inhaled flames, causing extensive airway damage.
Conventional mechanical ventilation methods wouldn't work.
But that didn't stop
Ken Miller from
finding a way to
treat her.
Miller, a clinical
educator in respiratory therapy, used
a special VDR-4
ventilator. By
constantly monitoring
the ventilator settings,
he found a gentler
way to deliver oxygen to her damaged
airway. Three weeks later,

Ken Miller, respiratory therapist, is a key
member of the clinical team.

her airway healed enough for
conventional ventilation. She's since made a full recovery.
"If it wasn't for the VDR-4," Miller says, "I'm certain she wouldn't
have made it."
Others would say it's Miller's work that helped make the difference
between life and death. He's the man behind the VDR-4 ventilator.
His expertise is key and recently earned him the Bird Award, an
esteemed honor presented annually by internationally

known

respiratory expert Forrest M. Bird, M.D., Ph.D. Past winners of
the Bird Award read like a Who's Who of respiratory therapy.
"Ken's contributions to quality care are exceptional," says Daniel
Ray, M.D., respiratory therapy co-director. "He meets one-on-one
with members of the care team. He reviews respirator settings,
sometimes making 20-30 adjustments a day and working nights
and weekends to provide the best possible care."
Since last August, Miller and his colleagues have used the VDR-4
to improve care for more than 80 patients, many of whom were
burn victims with severe inhalation injuries. -

JOIN NURSING EDUCATION CLASSES
January
Jan. 10

Code Orange Recertification
8 a.m. - noon
School of Nursing, Room 900

Jan. 30

Donna Havens
Magnet Hospitals
9:30 - 10:30 a.m.
LVH-Muhlenberg,

Conference Room

2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
LVH-Cedar Crest, Auditorium
February
Feb. 6

Assessment and Management

of Behavioral

Dyscontrol Part 1
7:30 - 11 :30 a.m. or 12:30 - 4:30 p.m.
LVH-Muhlenberg,
Feb. 7

Behavorial Health Science Center

Assessment and Management

of Behavioral

Dysco ntro I Part 2
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
School of Nursing, Room 900
Feb. 18 & 21

Basic Dysrhythmias
8 a.m - 4:30 p.m.
School of Nursing, Auditorium

Feb. 26, 27 & 28

Critical Care Course
(entire course takes place over 3 days)
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
School of Nursing, Auditorium

Feb. 28 & Mar. 1 ..... .Trauma Nurse Continuum Conference
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Holiday Inn Conference Center, Fogelsville
For more information,

please contact Donna Stoudt at 610-402-2278

the bulletin board NursEd
in each announcement.

ContEd.

or see

Registration instructions are included

NURSING VOICE ANNUAL ESSAY SUBMISSIONS
Deadline: Feb. 15
This year's topic: "Celebration of Patient Care"
Submit essays to Jann Christensen, John and Dorothy
Morgan Cancer Center, Suite 403.
For more information, call Daria Stephens
at 610-402 -7387.

